most of the prominent figures from Ireland’s revolutionary generation have been endlessly profiled and commemorated but the controversial general Eoin O’Duffy remains a pariah despite reaching the heights of leadership in the republican movement during the Irish revolutionary period and subsequently becoming a key state builder in early independent Ireland as head of the national police force. O’Duffy’s legacy retains a whiff of sulphur; it has been tarnished by his controversial political career in the 1930s, including his leadership of the fascistic Blueshirts and his pro-Franco involvement in the Spanish Civil War. Using a blend of well-charted and previously overlooked or unavailable material, this book examines the tumultuous periods of Ireland’s struggle for independence and the early Irish Free State. It foregrounds O’Duffy’s place within pro-treaty Irish nationalism—a militarist and supporter of Michael Collins, he became a safe pair of hands relied upon to rescue the pro-treaty regime during crises. The book offers new interpretations on his involvement with international fascism and provides a much-needed nuance on the prevalence of crypto-fascist outlooks in the 1930s. It seeks to blow away the cobwebs of mythology and recalibrate our understanding of this most controversial Irishman. Eoin O’Duffy was one of the most controversial figures of modern Irish history—a guerrilla leader and protégé of Michael Collins, he rose rapidly through the ranks of the republican movement by 1922. He was chief of staff of the IRA, a member of the Irish republican brotherhood’s supreme council, and a Sinn Féin deputy in Dáil Éireann. As chief of police, O’Duffy was the strongest defender of the Irish Free State only to become after his emergence as leader of the Blueshirt movement in 1933 the greatest threat to its survival. Increasingly drawn to international fascism, he founded Ireland’s first fascist party and led an Irish brigade to fight under General Franco in the Spanish Civil War. He died in wartime Dublin—a Nazi collaborator and a...
broken man this study the first ever biography of eoin o duffy draws on unpublished archival and personal papers to trace his journey from revolutionary republicanism to fascism it examines the importance of cultural forces including the legacy of the irish ireland movement catholicism anti communism and o duffy s ideas on sports morality and masculinity to explain his descent into extremism mcgarry peels away the public persona to reveal a complex picture of the motives which drove this extraordinary career a crusading moralist and advocate of teetotalism obsessed with the need to counter public immorality who was at the same time a closet homosexual and alcoholic o duffy s remarkable life was characterised by self aggrandisement fantasy and contradiction this fascinating biography explores themes as diverse as cultural nationalism violence sectarianism militarism and masculinity to shed new light on irish republicanism and the politics of interwar european fascist movements it is essential reading for anyone seeking to understand the complexities of culture politics and society in interwar ireland a biography and analysis of the influential irish political and military leader at his death in 2013 ruairí ó brádaigh remained a divisive and influential figure in irish politics and the irish republican movement he was the first person to serve as chief of staff of the irish republican army as president of the political party sinn féin and to have been elected as an abstentionist to the dublin parliament he was a prominent uncompromising and articulate spokesperson of those irish republicans who questioned the peace process in northern ireland his concern was rooted in his analysis of irish history and his belief that the peace process would not achieve peace he believed that it would support the continued partition of ireland and result in continued inevitable conflict the child of irish republican veterans ó brádaigh led ira raids was arrested and interned escaped and lived on the run and even spent a period on a hunger strike because he was an effective spokesman for the irish republican cause he was at different times excluded from northern ireland britain the united states and canada he was also a key figure in the secret negotiation of a bilateral ira british truce in the mid 1970s in a brief afterword for this new edition author robert w white addresses ó brádaigh s continuing influence on the irish republican movement including the ongoing dissident campaign whether for good or bad this ongoing dissident activity is a part of ruairí ó brádaigh s enduring legacy a tour de force indispensable for all irish
studies collections essential choice this sixth edition of the nova scotia atlas provides in depth coverage of the entire province unavailable anywhere else the maps include numbered and colour coded highways with exit numbers hiking trails and national parks there are details such as power lines ferry routes hospitals and communication towers airports helipads and landing strips are mapped also included are all provincial parks campgrounds picnic sites boat launches with a text description of each the maps clearly show physical features including rivers lakes hills islands marshes and beaches the revisions in this new edition include all new highway construction completed in the past five years three new wilderness areas and six new nature reserves waterfalls are now shown and crown land information has been extensively updated all paved and unpaved roads longer than 200 m are included as are a myriad of protected areas including game sanctuaries wilderness and wildlife management areas county and municipal boundaries are shown this brand new seventh edition of the nova scotia atlas provides in depth coverage not available anywhere else on these detailed maps you will find the boundaries of the province s nature reserves and wilderness areas all roads in the province and thousands of places you can easily locate for any geographic feature which is mappable this bestselling atlas is the undisputed resource to turn to on these pages you ll find an incredible 2 000 gigabytes of data accessible with no cell signal or power required features include 4 544 lakes 832 now with depth indicated 3 002 rivers 465 provincial and federal parks protected areas and historic sites 70 provincial nature reserves 66 provincial wilderness areas campgrounds picnic spots and hiking trails within parks beaches mountains hills meadows and bogs numbered and colour coded highways with crests and exit numbers every road longer than 200 metres 997 marked communications towers and windmills reflects major highway realignments in halifax antigonish barrington liverpool and port joli this atlas is also the key to identifying any one of 1600 high resolution 1 10 000 incredibly detailed maps each map is available for free download from geonova ca the maps can be printed at home or ordered from a digital print shop for printouts up to 44 x 32 the complete ball by ball reference guide to the world s biggest twenty20 cricket league on may 24 2015 eden gardens in kolkata hosted the final of the 8th ipl tournament mumbai indians took on chennai super kings for the third
time in an ipl final and after posting a target of over 200 saw off their opponents to win their second title this is a complete record of the 8th indian premier league and includes full scorecards details of every ball bowled in all 60 matches with over summaries dot ball analysis and graphical comparisons of run rates as the matches progressed the book is also packed with batting bowling fielding and extras statistics and profiles of each team when scholars discuss the medieval past the temptation is to become immersed there to deepen our appreciation of the nuances of the medieval sources through debate about their meaning but the past informs the present in a myriad of ways and medievalists can and should use their research to address the concerns and interests of contemporary society this volume presents a number of carefully commissioned essays that demonstrate the fertility and originality of recent work in medieval studies above all they have been selected for relevance most contributors are in the earlier stages of their careers and their approaches clearly reflect how interdisciplinary methodologies applied to medieval studies have potential repercussions and value far beyond the boundaries of the middle ages these chapters are powerful demonstrations of the value of medieval research to our own times both in terms of providing answers to some of the specific questions facing humanity today and in terms of much broader considerations taken together the research presented here also provides readers with confidence in the fact that medieval studies cannot be neglected without a great loss to the understanding of what it means to be human this impressive survey covers the early history of ireland from the coming of christianity to the norman settlement within a broad political framework it explores the nature of irish society the spiritual and secular roles of the church and the extraordinary flowering of irish culture in the period other major themes are ireland s relations with britain and continental europe the beginnings of irish feudalism and the impact of the viking and norman invaders the expanded second edition has been fully updated to take into account the most recent research in the history of ireland in the early middle ages including ireland s relations with the later roman empire advances and discoveries in archaeology and church reform in the 11th and 12th centuries a new opening chapter on early irish primary sources introduces students to the key written sources that inform our picture of early medieval ireland including annals genealogies and laws the social
political religious legal and institutional background provides the context against which dáibhí Ó crónín describes ireland s transformation from a tribal society to a feudal state it is essential reading for student and specialist alike
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most of the prominent figures from ireland s revolutionary generation have been endlessly profiled and commemorated but the controversial general eoin o duffy remains a pariah despite reaching the heights of leadership in the republican movement during the irish revolutionary period and subsequently becoming a key state builder in early independent ireland as head of the national police force o duffy s legacy retains a whiff of sulphur it has been tarnished by his controversial political career in the 1930s including his leadership of the fascistic blueshirts and his pro franco involvement in the spanish civil war using a blend of well charted and previously overlooked or unavailable material this book examines the tumultuous periods of ireland s struggle for independence and the early irish free state it foregrounds o duffy s place within pro treaty irish nationalism a militarist and supporter of michael collins he became a safe pair of hands relied upon to rescue the pro treaty regime during crises the book offers new interpretations on his involvement with international fascism and provides a much needed nuance on the prevalence of crypto fascist outlooks in the 1930s it seeks to blow away the cobwebs of mythology and recalibrate our understanding of this most controversial irishman
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eoin o duffy was one of the most controversial figures of modern irish history a guerrilla leader and protégé of michael collins he rose rapidly through the ranks of the republican movement by 1922 he was chief of staff of the ira a member of the irish republican
brotherhood s supreme council and a sinn féin deputy in dáil Éireann as chief of police o duffy was the strongest defender of the irish free state only to become after his emergence as leader of the blueshirt movement in 1933 the greatest threat to its survival increasingly drawn to international fascism he founded ireland s first fascist party and led an irish brigade to fight under general franco in the spanish civil war he died in wartime dublin a nazi collaborator and a broken man this study the first ever biography of eoin o duffy draws on unpublished archival and personal papers to trace his journey from revolutionary republicanism to fascism it examines the importance of cultural forces including the legacy of the irish ireland movement catholicism anti communism and o duffy s ideas on sports morality and masculinity to explain his descent into extremism mcgarry peels away the public persona to reveal a complex picture of the motives which drove this extraordinary career a crusading moralist and advocate of teetotalism obsessed with the need to counter public immorality who was at the same time a closet homosexual and alcoholic o duffy s remarkable life was characterised by self aggrandisement fantasy and contradiction this fascinating biography explores themes as diverse as cultural nationalism violence sectarianism militarism and masculinity to shed new light on irish republicanism and the politics of interwar european fascist movements it is essential reading for anyone seeking to understand the complexities of culture politics and society in interwar ireland
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a biography and analysis of the influential irish political and military leader at his death in 2013 ruairí Ó brádaigh remained a divisive and influential figure in irish politics and the irish republican
movement he was the first person to serve as chief of staff of the
Irish Republican Army as President of the political party Sinn Féin
and to have been elected as an abstentionist to the Dublin
Parliament he was a prominent uncompromising and articulate
spokesperson of those Irish Republicans who questioned the peace
process in Northern Ireland his concern was rooted in his analysis
of Irish history and his belief that the peace process would not
achieve peace he believed that it would support the continued
partition of Ireland and result in continued inevitable conflict the
child of Irish Republican veterans Ó Brádaigh led IRA raids was
arrested and interned escaped and lived on the run and even spent
a period on a hunger strike because he was an effective
spokesman for the Irish Republican cause he was at different times
excluded from Northern Ireland Britain the United States and Canada
he was also a key figure in the secret negotiation of a bilateral IRA
British truce in the mid 1970s in a brief afterword for this new
edition author Robert W White addresses Ó Brádaigh’s continuing
influence on the Irish Republican movement including the ongoing
dissident campaign whether for good or bad this ongoing dissident
activity is a part of Ruairí Ó Brádaigh’s enduring legacy a tour de
force indispensable for all Irish studies collections essential choice
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This sixth edition of the Nova Scotia Atlas provides in depth
coverage of the entire province unavailable anywhere else the
maps include numbered and colour coded highways with exit
numbers hiking trails and national parks there are details such as
power lines ferry routes hospitals and communication towers
airports helipads and landing strips are mapped also included are
all provincial parks campgrounds picnic sites boat launches with a
text description of each the maps clearly show physical features including rivers lakes hills islands marshes and beaches the revisions in this new edition include all new highway construction completed in the past five years three new wilderness areas and six new nature reserves waterfalls are now shown and crown land information has been extensively updated all paved and unpaved roads longer than 200 m are included as are a myriad of protected areas including game sanctuaries wilderness and wildlife management areas county and municipal boundaries are shown
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this brand new seventh edition of the nova scotia atlas provides in depth coverage not available anywhere else on these detailed maps you will find the boundaries of the province's nature reserves and wilderness areas all roads in the province and thousands of places you can easily locate for any geographic feature which is mappable this bestselling atlas is the undisputed resource to turn to on these pages you'll find an incredible 2 000 gigabytes of data accessible with no cell signal or power required features include 4 544 lakes 832 now with depth indicated 3 002 rivers 465 provincial and federal parks protected areas and historic sites 70 provincial nature reserves 66 provincial wilderness areas campgrounds picnic spots and hiking trails within parks beaches mountains hills meadows and bogs numbered and colour coded highways with crests and exit numbers every road longer than 200 metres 997 marked communications towers and windmills reflects major highway realignments in halifax antigonish barrington liverpool and port joli this atlas is also the key to identifying any one of 1600 high resolution 1 10 000 incredibly detailed maps each map is available for free download from geonova ca the maps can be printed at
the complete ball by ball reference guide to the world’s biggest twenty20 cricket league on may 24 2015 eden gardens in kolkata hosted the final of the 8th ipl tournament mumbai indians took on chennai super kings for the third time in an ipl final and after posting a target of over 200 saw off their opponents to win their second title this is a complete record of the 8th indian premier league and includes full scorecards details of every ball bowled in all 60 matches with over summaries dot ball analysis and graphical comparisons of run rates as the matches progressed the book is also packed with batting bowling fielding and extras statistics and profiles of each team
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when scholars discuss the medieval past the temptation is to become immersed there to deepen our appreciation of the nuances of the medieval sources through debate about their meaning but the past informs the present in a myriad of ways and medievalists can and should use their research to address the concerns and interests of contemporary society this volume presents a number of carefully commissioned essays that demonstrate the fertility and originality of recent work in medieval studies above all they have been selected for relevance most contributors are in the earlier stages of their careers and their
approaches clearly reflect how interdisciplinary methodologies applied to medieval studies have potential repercussions and value far beyond the boundaries of the Middle Ages. These chapters are powerful demonstrations of the value of medieval research to our own times both in terms of providing answers to some of the specific questions facing humanity today and in terms of much broader considerations taken together the research presented here also provides readers with confidence in the fact that medieval studies cannot be neglected without a great loss to the understanding of what it means to be human.
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This impressive survey covers the early history of Ireland from the coming of Christianity to the Norman settlement within a broad political framework. It explores the nature of Irish society, the spiritual and secular roles of the church, and the extraordinary flowering of Irish culture in the period. Other major themes are Ireland's relations with Britain and Continental Europe, the beginnings of Irish feudalism, and the impact of the Viking and Norman invaders. The expanded second edition has been fully updated to take into account the most recent research in the history of Ireland in the early Middle Ages, including Ireland's relations with the Later Roman Empire, advances and discoveries in archaeology and church reform in the 11th and 12th centuries. A new opening chapter on Early Irish primary sources introduces students to the key written sources that inform our picture of early medieval Ireland, including annals, genealogies, and laws. The social, political, religious, legal, and institutional background provides the context against which Dáibhí Ó Cróinín describes Ireland's.
transformation from a tribal society to a feudal state it is essential reading for student and specialist alike
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